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ABSTRACT

Hall, Tiffany M. M.S., Department of Chemistry, Wright State University, 2008.
Exploration of synthetic routes to the sulfoxide and sulfone derivatives of
Benzotrithiophenes.
The synthesis of new organic materials that have the potential to be utilized in a
thermoelectric application are in demand because they are able to convert thermal energy
directly into electrical energy. The “end-on” sulfoxide and sulfone derivatives of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 were synthesized for this reason. The “end-on”
mode sulfoxide derivative 13 of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 was prepared
by utilizing 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC) 16 and AlCl3, as an oxidizing
system. The 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum displayed a singlet peak at 5.03 ppm, and the
IR spectrum displayed an absorption at 1059.33cm-1, which confirmed its structure. The
“end-on” mode sulfone derivative 14 was completed by a two step process: 1) oxidation
of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”] tris-(tetrahydrothiophene) 5 followed by 2) aromatization
using DDQ in chlorobenzene. Verification of the compound’s structure was achieved via
its 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum that displayed a single peak at 6.5 ppm, which is in
close approximation to the 6.64 ppm estimation.
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INTRODUCTION
In today’s society energy is a prime issue that is often discussed, but it is also an
area which is in dire need of innovative development. The resources which are currently
being utilize for energy sources are non-renewable hydrocarbons or fuels which are of
limited quantity which produce greenhouse gases. A simple solution to this problem
would be to harvest energy from renewable sources such as Water, Wind, or the Sun.
These sources produce essentially no greenhouse gases than fossil fuels and can be used
in applications of energy harvesting techniques such as solar cells, and wind farms. Each
of these techniques allows for the harvesting and or the storage of energy which is then
converted into usable electricity. The down fall to what seems as an easy answer for our
energy dilemma is the way in which energy harvesting materials are designed today.
Typically generation of electricity in renewable resources is very expensive, in part due
to difficulties in production.
Unfortunately, as of 2006, the U.S. electric power industry net generation was
from 49.0% coal, 19.4% nuclear and only 2.4% renewable resources.1 (see Figure 1) The
reasoning for such a low number of usage of the renewable sources is that as of now solar
cells and or wind farms are not as advanced in their technology to successfully compete
with the conventional electrical grid, which is currently used to supply energy throughout
the world. Knowing this, researchers are working diligently to propose tailored properties
or develop new harvesting energy materials to possibly aid in the answer to the depletion
of energy.
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Figure 1. U.S. Electric Power Industry Net Generation 2006

Currently, inorganic semiconductors are often used as solar energy harvesting
materials, typically single or polycrystalline silicon. These materials are efficient and
have great thermal electronic properties, yet solar power can not compete with the cost of
the conventional electrical grid which is used today. So the problem to be solved is to
develop a compound which will have similar or even better properties than those of the
inorganic materials as well as being more cost effective.
A potential solution to this energy problem is to make use of an application which
was first discovered in 1821 and is known as thermoelectrics. Thermoelectric materials,
which utilize organic semiconductors, have the capabilities of being more versatile,
flexible, durable, and more cost efficient to produce than that of the inorganic materials
which are currently used. Though this sounds to be a relatively easy fix it is not because a
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compound has not been synthesized that can compete competitively and surpass the
functions of inorganic semiconductors.

HISTORICAL
Thermoelectrics
The ability to directly convert thermal energy into electrical energy in solid
conductors, and vice versa, is a phenomenon known as thermoelectrics.2 During the early
19th century thermoelectrics were discovered by three men, a German doctor born into a
prominent merchant family, a French watchmaker who was a part-time physicist, and an
established Irish mathematical physicist and engineer who was given the name Lord
Kelvin for his exceptional achievements in the world of science. However,
thermoelectrics did not receive notable attention in research until the mid 1850’s, when
the field of thermodynamics analyzed the topic of conversion of energy.3 Thermoelectrics
may be looked upon on as a puzzle of science because its overall theory is comprised of
three different interrelated phenomena which were discovered at different times. The
individual pieces of this puzzle are the effects of thermoelectrics which are the Seebeck
effect, the Peltier effect and the Thomson effect. It took thirty years for the foundations of
this area of science to be fully developed, but finally the three effects that make up this
theory are being utilized more and more each day. Some may say that thermoelectrics is a
gift and others a curse, a gift that it was actually discovered and a curse that scientists did
not take an active interest in the further advancement of this area which may lead to
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prolonged benefits to society. Currently, thermoelectric materials are utilized for the
development of alternative methods for refrigeration and generation of usable electricity.

Seebeck Effect
Thomas Johann Seebeck (1770-1831) was born into a prominent German
merchant family, studied medicine at the University of Gottingen and became a doctor in
1802.4 However, his true passion was not the practice of medicine, but research and
teaching in the field of physics. While conducting an experiment he discovered one of the
greatest phenomena known to science.
Seebeck was the influential catalyst in the discovery of thermoelectrics which was
evident by his critical experiment conducted in 1821. Seebeck was performing an
experiment which involved two dissimilar semiconductors connected in a thermocouple
where one junction was heated and the other junction was cooled (See Figure 2).5 When
a compass was placed in close proximity of the experiment the needle deflected which
caught the attention of Seebeck. His initial hypothesis from his observation was that it
was a magnetic phenomenon. His reasoning was based on the Earth’s magnetism, which
is due to the temperature gradient produced between the poles and the equator.6 However,
after careful analysis he confidently concluded that an electromotive force was produced
by the temperature gradient created from the two junctions of the thermocouple, and the
deflection of the compass was due to Ampere’s Law.7 His conclusion was drawn by
knowing that the cooler junction should not contain a substantial amount of kinetic
energy, which the heated junction of the thermocouple will undoubtedly contain.

4

Figure 2. Seebeck Effect Thermocouple: Generate Electricity

That kinetic energy will then systematically move those charged carriers to the cooler
junction creating an electromotive force, which is proportional to the temperature
difference of the two individual junctions. This phenomena became known as the
Seebeck effect where thermal energy is converted directly into electrical energy.8 The
Seebeck coefficient was devised, denoted by α, which is the ratio between the electric
field and the temperature difference of the thermocouple (Equation 1).9

Vab=α∆T

(1)

where V is the voltage, a and b are the dissimilar semiconductors, and ∆T is the
difference in temperature. Initially, other scientific researchers did not accredit Seebeck
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with his new theory of thermoelectrics because they were convinced his experiment was
an example of a fundamental external contact potential. The key reason why his
experiment is not a classic external contact potential, better known as the Volta effect, is
because of the distinctive parameters it requires. The parameters for an external contact
potential consist of two dissimilar conductors that come in close proximity to each other,
yet they do not come in contact with each other, which allows the electrons to jump from
one conductor to the next.10 However, the mechanism is independent of temperature and
instantaneously stops when the conductors physically come into contact with each
other.11 The parameters of the Volta Effect mechanism completely contradict the Seebeck
effect because the Seebeck effect is in fact dependent on temperature and the two
semiconductors are in physical contact with each other due to the joints that are formed in
the thermocouple. Therefore, this completely rules out that there is any potential parallel
interrelationship between the external contact potential and thermoelectrics.
Seebeck further investigated this new phenomena by conducting a series of
experiments using an array of semiconductors. Upon completing the experiments he
created a useful series where he measured each individual reaction by the product of the
Seebeck coefficient and the electrical conductivity (ασ).12 Seebeck retrieved an immense
amount of useful data from his experiments and would have produced functional
electricity at 3% efficiency, if he would have coupled the first and the last
semiconductors of his series.13
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Peltier Effect
The second of the three thermoelectric effects would not be discovered, until
thirteen years later by Jean Charles Athanase Peltier (1785-1845) in 1834. Peltier was a
French watchmaker by day and a part time physicist by night. Upon being notified that he
would inherit a large fortune he retired immediately from his day job and became a full
time physics researcher.
The Peltier effect is the inverse of the Seebeck effect. His experiment consisted
of joining two dissimilar semiconductors in a thermocouple and then applying an
uninterrupted electric current throughout the loop14(See Figure 3). He observed that one
junction absorbed heat while the other expelled heat and the effect was dependent upon
the direction of the continuous current.15 The overall conclusion was that the heat which
was expelled or absorbed at the junction was proportional to the electrical current applied
to the thermocouple.16 Peltier devised a coefficient for this phenomenon denoted by π;
which correlated the ratio of heat transferred at the junctions to the current moving
through it.

Q=πabI =(πa-πb)I

(2)

where Q is the quantity of heat transfer, a and b are the dissimilar semiconductors, and I
is the current flow to the junctions (Equation 2). From this experiment, Peltier
formulated his own effect which is the ability to convert electrical energy into thermal
energy.
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Figure 3. Peltier Effect Thermocouple: Thermoelectric Cooling

Unfortunately Peltier was not aware of the substantial underlying potential his
effect actually possessed, but the Russian physicist Lenz did and took his effect to the
next level. With an elementary understanding of Peltier’s concept, Lenz performed an
experiment in 1838 where he was able to melt ice at one junction and then at that same
junction take it back to its original frozen state. Lenz executed this experiment by
utilizing a Bismuth-Copper thermocouple and simply reversing the current direction to
expel heat and then to absorb heat to refreeze the water.17 This experiment gave scientists
an improved perception of the Peltier effect and was the precursor for today’s
thermoelectric cooling applications.
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Thomson Effect
The last effect, considered to be the internal connector of the first two effects, is
the Thomson effect. William Thomson (1824-1907) was a man of many positions
including a mathematical physicist and engineer teaching at Glasgow University for over
fifty years, co-discoverer of the Joule-Thomson effect, strategically constructing the
second law of thermodynamics, innovatively inventing the siphon record and the mirror
galvanometer, and lastly laying and orchestrating the first transatlantic cable.18 He was
given the honor of being knighted and given the name Lord Kelvin by Queen Victoria in
1892 for his efforts on the Atlantic Cable.19 Thomson was a man of many attributes and
the development of the third thermoelectric effect, known as the Thomson effect, is just
another remarkable accomplishment added to his list of accolades.
Thomson carefully researched the parameters of the Seebeck and Peltier effects
and took note that the effects shared a common fundamental interrelationship. His
experiment took place in 1851, seventeen years after the discovery of the Peltier effect
and thirty years after the Seebeck effect. He utilized a single, homogenous semiconductor
with the temperature at the ends of the semiconductor being different, while inducing an
electrical current through it.20 He concluded that the heat liberated was proportional, not
only to the temperature gradient developed from the ends of the semiconductor, but also
to the continuous electrical current running throughout the conductor. From this
experiment he was able to connect the previous two effects by illustrating that the heat
liberated or absorbed is dependent on both the individual electrical current and the
temperature gradient. As illustrated in Figure 4, if the current is flowing in the same
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direction as the temperature gradient, heat will be liberated, and if the current is reversed
to move in the opposite direction of the temperature gradient, heat will be absorbed.
Heat Liberated

Electric Current

Conductor

T

Heat Flow

T+∆T

Figure 4. Thomson Effect Thermocouple

The Thomson effect can be measured by the quantity τ, and states that the heat absorbed
and or liberated within a single homogenous conductor is dependent on the current flow
and temperature gradient per unit time.21 Thomson was able to relate the three
thermoelectric effects by utilizing the Kelvin relationship which is shown in Equation 3:

πab=αabT and τa-τb=Tdαab/dT

(3)

where α is the Seebeck coefficient, π is the Peltier coefficient, τ is the Thomson
coefficient, and a and b are the dissimilar semiconductors. The Kelvin relationship allows
any of the three coefficients to be determined independently and then applied to calculate
the other two coefficients. Even with having this great phenomenon completely
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developed and leaving it with unlimited possibilities to enhance the area of science as
well as society, scientists largely ignored the theory.

Efficiency: Figure-of-Merit
The efficiency of a thermoelectric material is determined by its figure-of-merit, .
(Equation 4). The equation below is the figure-of-merit:

α 2σ
Z=
κ
(4)

where α is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, and κ is the thermal
conductivity. The unit for Z is 1/K, yet the dimensionless figure-of-merit, ZT, is seen
more often due to its accuracy, since Z can fluctuate with temperature.
The initial endeavor to generate an equation to calculate the efficiency of thermoelectric
materials was executed by Rayleigh in 1885. Unfortunately he was unsuccessful in his
venture and it was not until 1911 that Altenkirch was able to devise an equation to
accurately compute the efficiency of various thermoelectric materials.22
The parameters which an efficient, yet effective thermoelectric material should
possess are a high Seebeck coefficient, low thermal conductivity, and high electrical
conductivity.23 It is essential to attain a high Seebeck coefficient because this value
conveys the ratio at which the electrical energy is created from the temperature gradient
within the thermocouple. Due to the fact that this value is squared and is in the numerator
of the equation its contribution to the overall Z value is critical. Producing a low thermal
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conductivity is to be able to effectively sustain the heat at the junctions of the
thermocouple which allows the Seebeck coefficient value to increase due to the increased
conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy due to the temperature gradient.24 The
last parameter is electrical conductivity which is desired to be large so it will simply
reduce Joule heating. If these parameters are met, then the efficiency, or Z, of the
material will be large which will result in an effective and potentially a competitive
thermoelectric material.

Thermoelectric Materials: Semiconductors, Metals/Metal Alloys
The question arising from these various experiments was what materials could
accommodate all the parameters or at least a majority of them to be considered as
efficient thermoelectric materials. The two types of materials which seemed reasonable
for this type of application were semiconductors and metals or metal alloys. Initially
researchers were convinced that metals and metal alloys would be the superior candidates
for thermoelectric applications due to the fact they would be great materials for the
electrical conductivity aspect. However, there are some obstacles which occur when
using these types of materials for thermoelectric applications. The first is that metals have
a constant ratio of thermal conductivity to electrical conductivity as result of the
Wiedemann-Franz law. The Wiedemann -Franz law is defined as “an empirical law of
physics which states that the ratio of the thermal conductivity of a metal to its electrical
conductivity is a constant times the absolute temperature”, as given by Equation(5).25

Κc = L0σT
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(5)

.
where Κc is the thermal conductivity, σ is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute
temperature, and L0 is known as the Lorentz number. The overall outcome is that you can
attain a large electrical conductivity, but the thermal conductivity will be parallel to it and
an efficient thermoelectric material cannot be achieved because the electrical and thermal
conductivity are not independent of each other. The heat which is produced is not capable
of remaining stationary at the junctions of the thermocouple, which ultimately lowers the
efficiency of the material. The other drawback of metals is that Seebeck coefficients have
been calculated to be on average at 10 µV/K, and even being squared in the figure-ofmerit equation it produces efficiencies which are a mere fraction of a percent.26 Thus,
utilizing metals and or metal alloys in this application presents major obstacles which are
difficult to overcome due to their physical properties.
The next materials which were evaluated were semiconductors, which have the
ability to possess a Seebeck coefficient on average of 100 µV/K, which is ten times
greater than that of metals.26 A larger Seebeck coefficient automatically affords a greater
Z value. The ratio of thermal conductivity to electrical conductivity is not constant as
observed in metals, but the thermal conductivity is lower while the electrical conductivity
is higher.27 This meets one requirement to attain an efficient thermoelectric material,
however, the overall ratios of the two parameters are higher than those of metals leading
to lower electrical conductivity. It was concluded that synthetic semiconductors are the
most appropriate materials to use, even with the minor setback in these applications,
because they have fewer drawbacks and they meet more of the parameters than metals.
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Figure

5

illustrates

the

differences

between

semiconductors,

doped

semiconductors, and metals.28

Figure 5. Thermoelectric Materials Selection

Figure 5 shows that with semiconductors the Seebeck effect is large with the carrier
concentration being average, but the drawback is the low electrical conductivity. Metals
have extremely large electrical conductivity and carrier concentration, but the Seebeck
coefficient is very small, indicating its reduced ability to be an effective material. Lastly,
the materials with the most impressive data is that of doped semiconductors which lie
underneath the power factor curve, which is simply the numerator of the figure-of-merit
equation. This curve represents both components and at the pinnacle point of the curve is
the most efficient material, giving large electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficients,
which in return yields a large Z. Thus, doped semiconductors are the materials currently
used for thermoelectric materials due to the amplified potential parameters they present.
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The reasoning behind doped semiconductors being capable of achieving both
large Seebeck coefficients and electrical conductivity is that when a material is doped
there is an excess of electrons (N-type) and a deficiency of electrons (P-type). The
deficiency of electrons produces holes which allow the excess electrons to act as mobile
carriers which more proficiently moves the heat within the thermoelectric material
resulting in greater efficiency.29 The N-type and P-type material gives optimized
conditions when being used as a thermoelectric material, and currently supersedes any
other material.

Thermoelectric Sensitivity
When choosing a thermoelectric material the initial priority is to choose
materials which possess a large Seebeck coefficient since this is going to result in an
enhanced conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy. Table 1 lists various types of
potential thermoelectric materials and their sensitivity, which allows the N-type and Ptype materials to be chosen for the generation of electricity, refrigeration, and heating.30
Common materials which are utilized in these application are Selenium, Silicon,
Germanium and Tellurium, because of their large Seebeck coefficient, which offers a
potentially higher Z value.
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Seebeck
Material

Seebeck
Material

Coeff.*

Seebeck
Material

Coeff.*

Coeff.*

Aluminum

3.5

Gold

6.5

Rhodium

6.0

Antimony

47

Iron

19

Selenium

900

Bismuth

-72

Lead

4.0

Silicon

440

Cadmium

7.5

Mercury

0.60

Silver

6.5

Carbon

3.0

Nichrome

25

Sodium

-2.0

Constantan

-35

Nickel

-15

Tantalum

4.5

Copper

6.5

Platinum

0

Tellurium

500

Germanium

300

Potassium

-9.0

Tungsten

7.5

*: Units are mV/°C; all data provided at a temperature of 0 °C (32 °F)

Table 1. Thermoelectric Materials Sensitivity

The same pairing of materials does not occur for generation and refrigeration, due to the
fact different materials will employ different thermoelectric effects. The usual pairing for
generation of electricity is Silicon and Germanium because this combination can exceed
temperature gradients above 900oC. On the other hand, refrigeration often makes use of
Bismuth and Tellurium, to achieve temperatures below -100oC.

Applications: Generation and Refrigeration
Besides Seebeck generation of electricity the next demonstration of a
thermoelectric generator was seen in 1947 by Telkes, which functioned at a 5%
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efficiency level.31 In 1953 Ioffe was able to create a refrigerator with 0.2V/K
performance with the temperature inside the refrigerator being 24K below room
temperature.32 However, the first commercial thermoelectric refrigeration unit was not
manufactured until the 1960’s even though the technology was discovered in 1834.33

Types of Generators: Isotopic and Non-Isotopic
There are a number of options available which can be utilized as the heat source
for thermoelectric generation of electricity. Heat source generators are classified as either
isotopic and or non-isotopic. Isotopic heat source generators utilize isotopes, usually
Plutonium-238 or Strontium-90, but this is dependent upon the environment in which the
generator will be used. Isotopic fuel sources have a long half-life, no refueling
requirement, decay spontaneously, continuous power (α,β,γ rays & neutrons), and are
easy to produce in stable form.34 However, there are drawbacks with using isotopes, the
main one of which is the potential for exposure to radiation, which means shielding will
be required.34
Plutonium-238 is a light weight, compact isotope that requires a minimum amount
of shielding, but is very expensive. Plutonium-238 is so expensive that only major
agencies such as NASA, government agencies, or major hospitals are able to afford to
make use of this isotope. Plutonium-238 has been used to power GPHS-RTG (General
Purpose Heat Source-Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators) for outer space missions
by NASA, and has provided power for RCP’s (radioisotope cardiac pacemakers) at
various hospitals.35 The alternative, Strontium-90, is approximately ¼ of the cost of
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Plutonium-238. Unfortunately is very bulky, requires maximum shielding, and is mainly
used in terrestrial or marine environments by the United States Navy.36
The alternative to isotopic generation is to use non-isotopic generators where the
primary heat source is fossil fuels, which requires refueling to maintain heat generation.
Therefore, this type of generator would not be an option for outer space applications for
the operation of GPHS-RTG’s. This form of heat source is supplied directly to the T+∆T
junction of the thermocouple where the heat is able to be selectively controlled.
Thermoelectric generator modules (Scheme 1) are devised to consist of a hot and
a cold junction with no moving parts which is standard in a working thermocouple,
employing doped semiconductors.

Thot

current

P-type

N-type

Charge
Carriers
I

I

Tcold

Tcold

Scheme 1. Seebeck EffectThermoelectric Module
The hot side is where the heat source is applied and the cold side is usually oriented to a
cooler environment where the heat is absorbed. The N and P-type semiconductors work
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in concert with the two junctions to effectively move the charge carriers throughout the
systems. These types of modules are put in to various items such as heated or cooled car
seats, heaters, and CCD.

Common Refrigeration Materials
The Peltier Effect Thermoelectric module (Scheme 2) is made up of two
distinctive ceramic substrates which can be composed of aluminum nitride, alumina, and
or beryllium oxide. Small individual copper sections are attached on the inside of these
ceramic substrates in order to maintain the electrical conductivity within the
semiconductors, and, ultimately aid in increasing the efficiency of the thermocouple.37
Lastly the N and P-type thermoelectric materials, usually Bismuth and Telluride, are
connected electrically in series, but in parallel thermally.38 Bismuth and Telluride are the
most commonly used materials in these applications due to their cost effectiveness,
availability, and efficiency. The cold side is whatever is being cooled or refrigerated
requiring heat to be absorbed from the object. The hot side consists of a heat sink where
the heat absorbed from the cold side is dissipated from the heat sink, located on the
outside of the area being refrigerated.38 Examples of products that make use of the Peltier
effect are coolers, refrigerators and air conditioners.
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Object Being Cooled (Heat Absorbed)

P-type

N-type

Hot Junction (Heat Rejected)

Hot Junction (Heat Rejected)

+

I

Scheme 2. Peltier EffectThermoelectric Module

Efficient thermoelectric refrigeration materials should possess a high Seebeck coefficient
and the ability to cool the cold side of the thermocouple to very low temperatures. Figure
6 displays the figure-of-merit behavior of three commonly used thermoelectric
materials.39 Bismuth-Telluride, with a high Seebeck coefficient, is the only material
which is capable of attaining a temperature of -100oC. This is the most justifiable
material which fits the parameters to effectively execute the Peltier effect and to obtain
the most thermal energy output possible. Two other .materials possess higher potential
temperatures. Lead-Tellurium approaches 600oC and Silicon-Germanium reaches beyond
900oC. The temperatures which these materials can attain are precise indicators that they
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will be useful in the generation of electricity utilizing the Seebeck effect to distinctively
create a sufficient temperature gradient.

Figure 6. Figure-of-Merit for typical thermoelectric materials

Inorganic Materials vs. Organic Materials
A thermoelectric semiconductor can be prepared from either an inorganic material
or an organic material. Thermoelectric inorganic semiconductors are currently
synthesized to contain a single or polycrystalline silicon structure, which allows them to
encompass a high efficiency due to its stacking abilities.40 The down fall of these
materials is that they are very complicated to reproduce, and it is expensive. The cons
outweigh the pros for this type of semiconductor because its overall capabilities are not
able to contend with the conventional electrical grid which is exercised throughout the
nation. The alternative approach is a thin film organic material which is very cost
effective, and its reproduction is unproblematic. This type of material is more flexible,
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durable, and versatile than the inorganic materials, because of the ability to tailor its
properties with ease.
Organic semiconductors have the ability to mimic the single or polycrystalline
silicon structure of an inorganic semiconductor by way of discotic liquid crystals.
Discotic liquid crystals are separated into three major categories which are nematic,
chiral nematic and columnar. The columnar type is the form which organic
semiconductors take on to provide similar properties possessed by inorganic
semiconductors. Columnar discotic liquid crystals contain a polyaromatic core, owing to
its disc shape which in turns transmits strong π−π interactions.50 Under these conditions
the compounds are able to stack directly on top of one another to take on a cylindrical
form just as a stack of poker chips would. This type of stacking bears a resemblance to
the single crystalline structure formation which is observed in the inorganic
semiconductors. The imitation of the inorganic properties aids in an inexpensive, yet
durable organic material which has the ability to acquire a higher carrier mobility.

Past Research
Photovoltaics and thermoelectrics are commonly discussed together because both
can use sunlight as a tool of renewable energy to produce electricity. Photovoltaics rely
on the light given from the sun to produce electricity, while thermoelectrics rely on the
thermal energy (heat) given off by the sun. The overall common denominator is that both
materials contain highly conjugated polyaromatic cores. According to the journal article
entitled "Conjugated Polymer Photovoltaic Cells" these systems include poly(pphenylene), PPP, poly(thiophene), PT, and poly(phenylene vinylene), PPV (see Figure
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7)41, which have been used in the preparation of photovoltaic cells. Even with this
innovating approach there is still a definite setback to these compounds, because of their
inability to effectively harvest the entire spectrum of light from the sun, which would
ultimately produce more electricity. At this time organic compounds are unable to
compete with the current inorganic materials that are in use today due to their inefficient
ability to produce electricity. This opens a window of opportunity to develop an organic
material that converts the thermal energy given off by the sun which can then be directly
converted into electrical energy by applying a thermoelectric application.

n

n

S

n

PPP

PT

PPV

Figure 7. Conjugated aromatic polymer systems

This Project
There is a growing need for new and improved energy harvesting materials to
achieve a reasonable level of performance, yet maintain the ease of processing
availability with currently utilized organic materials. Any new material for potential
energy harvesting and storage needs to possess a number of key properties including: 1)
high electron affinity, 2) excellent thermal and oxidative stability, 3) high charge
mobility, and 4) low reorganization energy.42 In order to achieve the delicate balance
between efficiency and processing ability new organic materials are required. In this
project the research objectives were to synthesize three isomeric forms of
23

benzotrithiophene (see Figure 8) and their oxidized analogues and to determine their
electronic properties.
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Figure 8. Structures of benzotrithiophene derivatives 1, 2, and 3.

The reasoning for producing the isomeric forms of benzotrithiophene are because these
compounds demonstrate intense π-π interactions of their polyaromatic cores that allows
themto stack in a columnar form.49 It is anticipated that these new organic-based
materials will be more cost efficient, easier to produce, more versatile and flexible as well
as durable.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Instrumentation and Chemicals
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra (1H,

13

C, and

13

C Dept) were

obtained using a Bruker Avance 300 NMR Spectrometer. Samples were dissolved in
either DMSO-d6 or CDCl3 with tetramethylsilane (TMS) being used as a standard at 0.1%
v/v. NMR spectra were analyzed using Bruker TopSpin 2.0. Assignments of chemical
shifts for the various compounds were made in combination with ChemDraw Ultra 7.0.
Infrared spectra (IR) were obtained with the Nicolet IR 100 FTIR spectrometer and
samples were prepared in KBr discs.
The reagents Hexakis(bromomethyl)benzene, Na2S*9H2O, 2,3-Dichloro-5,6dicyanobenzoquinone, Chloranil, 2,3-dibromothiophene, Tetrahydrothiophene-3-one, 2bromothiophene , Ni(dppp)2Cl2, Chromium (III) oxide, meta-Chloroperoxybenzoic acid,
and AlCl3 were obtained from TCI or Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company and used
without further purification. 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC) was prepared
according to a literature procedure. All solvents were used as received.

Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene), 5.
To a 1000mL 24/40 round bottom flask equipped with a water condenser, gas adapter,
and a magnetic stir bar under a nitrogen atmosphere were added hexakis(bromomethyl)benzene 4 (3.0 g, 4.71mmol), Na2S*9H2O (7.07g, 29.4mmol), ethanol (378mL), THF
(189mL), distilled H20 (19mL). The resulting mixture was heated to reflux for 19 hours
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after which time the reaction mixture had turned a pale yellow colour, similar to that
observed in the Hart and Sasaoka article.42 The reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature and the product was isolated as a pale yellow powder via vacuum filtration.
The yellow powder was washed several times with distilled water and dried in vacuo, to
afford 1.007g (86.6%) of crude tris-sulfide 5, as a pale yellow powder with a melting
point of 233°C-235°C. 1H NMR (CDCl3 δ) 4.12

Modified preparation of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene) 5
A solution of hexakis(bromomethyl)benzene (4) (1g, 1.57x10-3 mol) in ethanol (126 mL),
THF (63mL), and distilled H2O (6.3mL) in a 500ml 24/40 round bottom flask, equipped
with a water condenser, gas adapter, and a magnetic stir bar under a nitrogen atmosphere,
was prepared. To the rapidly stirred reaction mixture was added, over 1. 5 hours via an
addition funnel, a mixture of 2.35g (9.78x10-3 mol) of Na2S*9H2O dissolved in 48mL of
ethanol and distilled H2O. The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux at which point a
very light pale yellow colour was apparent. The reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature and the product was isolated as a pale yellow powder via vacuum filtration.
The yellow powder was washed several times with distilled water and dried in vacuo to
afford 5 as a pale yellow powder, yielding 0.3594g (92.7%) of crude tris-sulfide, mp
233°C-235°C, 1H NMR (CDCl3, δ) 4.12.
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Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1
In a 1000mL 24/40 round bottom flask, equipped with a water condenser, gas adapter,
and a magnetic stir bar under a nitrogen atmosphere, were placed 1.1307g (4.47x10-3
mol) of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene), 5, 3.3043g (.0145mol) of
2,3-Dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone (DDQ), and 560 mL of chlorobenzene. The
resulting mixture was heated to reflux for 4 hours. The reaction mixture, a dark
brown/green solution, was cooled to room temperature and vacuum filtered via a Buchner
funnel, to remove any unreacted 2,3-Dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone. The
chlorobenzene was removed via distillation using a short path condenser leaving behind a
dark brown solid substance. The remaining solid was then dried under vacuum to remove
the small amount of chlorobenzene remaining in the round bottom, followed by
purification via column chromatography on silica gel (eluent: toluene) to afford 0.590g
(53.4%) of the target compound, Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene, 1, with a mp of
234-237°C (lit.mp 236-238°C), 1H NMR (CDCl3, δ) 7.58 (s, 2H, , CH2), 13C NMR
(CDCl3, δ) 117.41 (Ar, C), 132.32 (Ar, C)

New Approach to Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1
To a 250 mL 24/40 round bottom flask equipped with a water condenser, gas adapter, and
a magnetic stir bar under a nitrogen atmosphere were added 0.170g (6.73x10-4 mol)
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene) 5, 0.5381grams (2.18x10-3 mol) of
chloranil and 84 mL of chlorobenzene. The resulting mixture was heated to reflux for 4
hours. Approximately 5 mL of the reaction mixture was removed and dried down, via
vacuum, for

1

H NMR analysis which verified that the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]
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tris(tetrahydrothiophene) 5 did undergo partial aromatization to yield the Benzo[1,2c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 . An additional 0.25g of chloranil was added to the reaction
mixture and heating was continued for an additional 4 hours. The compound was purified
as described above to afford 0.0643g (38.7%) of the target compound with a mp of 234237°C (lit.mp 236-238°C)3, 1H NMR (CDCl3, δ) 7.58 (s, 2H, CH2), 13C NMR (CDCl3, δ)
116.44 (Ar, C), 131.26 (Ar, C)

3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC) 16
A solution of Chromium (III) oxide (10.0 g, 0.100 mol) in 6 M hydrochloric acid
(18.4mL, 0.11mol) was prepared in a 24/40, 250mL round bottom equipped with a water
condenser, gas adapter, and a magnetic stir bar, under a nitrogen atmosphere. With the
solution continuously stirring, the round bottom was placed in a dewar of ice and salt to
achieve a constant temperature of -5oC. Slowly nicotinic acid 15 (12.3g, 0.1 mol) was
added to the round bottom in a six minute interval. The solution was initially a
transparent vibrant orange colour, but after 30 minutes the reaction mixture was a cloudy
orange colour. After two hours of stirring the reaction mixture was an effervescent
slightly solidified orange colour which was filtered several times via a glass frit to isolate
the 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate 16 compound which was dried overnight and
stored in a vial. 1H NMR (CDCl3, δ) 7.51, 8.30, 8.91.

3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)/AlCl3 Oxidation Reaction to 13
In a 50mL 14/20 round bottom equipped with a water condenser, and gas adapter, were
place 0.0208 g (8.44x10-5 mol) of trithiophene 1, 3ml of CH3CN, 0.0650 g of 3-
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Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC) 16, and 0.0337g of AlCl3. The reaction
mixture was consistently stirred via a magnetic stir bar under nitrogen atmosphere and
heated to reflux for 36 hours. After 36 hours the CH3CN was approximately 60%
evaporated. The reaction mixture was filtered and then solid on the filter paper was
washed with additional CH3CN (5ml). The organic layers were combined and
concentrated via Roto-Vap, followed by drying under vacuum. The solid material was a
dark reddish-brown colour, yielding 0.00523g (21%) of the sulfoxide derivative 13. 1H
NMR (CDCl3) δ 4.75, IR (KBr) cm-1 1059.33 (S=O).

3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)/AlCl3 Oxidation Reaction to 13
In a 50ml 14/20 round bottom equipped with a water condenser and gas adapter, were
placed 0.104g (4.22x10-4 mol) of trithiophene 1, 20ml of CH3CN, 0.325g of 3Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC) 16, and 0.169g of AlCl3. The reaction
mixture was consistently stirred via a magnetic stir bar under nitrogen and heated to
reflux for 36 hours. At 36 hours the CH3CN was approximately 40% evaporated. The
reaction mixture was filtered and the solid material washed with additional CH3CN
(20ml) with the target molecule being in the liquid phase. The liquid phase was then
concentrated via Roto-Vap, and placed under vacuum to completely dry the compound.
The solid material was a dark reddish-brown colour, yielding 0.029g (23.3%) of the
sulfoxide derivative 13. 1H NMR (CDCl3, δ) 4.75
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3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)/AlCl3 Oxidation Reaction to 14
In a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser and a gas adapter, were
placed 0.104g (4.22x10-4 mol) of trithiophene 1, 20mL of CH3CN, 0.8125g of 3Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate 16 (CPCC), and 0.16875g of AlCl3. The reaction
mixture was consistently stirred via a magnetic stir bar under nitrogen and refluxed for 36
hours. At 36 hours the CH3CN was approximately 30% evaporated. The reaction mixture
was filtered and then solid material was washed with additional CH3CN (20ml) and
concentrated. The reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and placed under
vacuum to dry the compound. The solid material was a dark brown colour. 1H NMR and
IR data was taken, and it was concluded that there was no indication of oxidation.

Dichloromethane and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene to 13
A solution of trithiophene (0.020g, 8.11x10-5 mol), 0.105g of m-CPBA, and 3mL of
CH2Cl2 were prepared in a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser,
magnetic stir bar, and a gas adapter. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at
room temperature for 24 hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and
placed under vacuum to dry the compound. The solid material was a dark brown colour.
1

H NMR (DMSO-d6, δ) 5.1

Dichloromethane and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene to 13
A solution of trithiophene (.020g), 0.105g of m-CPBA, and 3ml of CH2Cl2 were prepared
in a 50ml 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a
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gas adapter. The reaction mixture was heated to reflux for 24 hours. An 1H NMR
spectrum was taken and it concluded that there was no indication of oxidation.

Chloroform and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene to 13
A solution of trithiophene (0.050g, 2.03x-4 mol), 0.0456g of m-CPBA, and 6mL of CHCl3
were prepared in a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic
stir bar, and a gas adapter. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at room
temperature for 24 hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and
placed under vacuum to dry the compound. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, δ) 5.3

Chloroform and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene using a(7:1) molar
ratio to 14
In a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a
gas adapter, were placed trithiophene (0.021g, 8.53x10-5 mol), 0.1340g of m-CPBA, and
6mL of CHCl3. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at room temperature for 24
hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and placed under vacuum to
dry the compound. An 1H NMR spectrum was taken and concluded that there was no
indication of oxidation.

Chloroform and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene using a (7:1) molar
ratio to 14
To a 50ml 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a
gas adapter, were placed trithiophene (.021g, 8.53x10-5 mol), 0.1340g of m-CPBA and
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6ml of CHCl3. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at 50oC for 24 hours. The
reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and placed under vacuum to dry the
compound. An 1H NMR and IR data were taken and it concluded that there was no
indication of oxidation.

Acetone and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene using a (7:1) molar ratio
to 14
In a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a
gas adapter, were placed trithiophene (0.020g, 8.53x10-5 mol), 0.1340g of m-CPBA, and
4mL of acetone. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at room temperature for
24 hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and placed under vacuum
to dry the compound. An 1H NMR and IR data were taken and it concluded that there was
no indication of oxidation.

Acetone and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene using a (7:1) molar ratio
to 13
To a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a
gas adapter, were placed trithiophene (.020g, 8.53x10-5 mol), by 0.1340g of m-CPBA,
and 4ml of acetone. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at 50oC for 24 hours.
The reaction mixture was concentrated via Roto-Vap and placed under vacuum to dry the
compound. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, δ) 4.74
Methanol and ZrCl4/H2O2 Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene to 13
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A solution of trithiophene (.0525g, 2.13x10-4 mol), 0.1395g of ZrCl4, 0.21mL of 30%
H2O2 and 2.25mL of CH3OH was prepared in a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with
a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a gas adapter. The reaction mixture was stirred
continuously at room temperature for 24 hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated
via Roto-Vap and placed under vacuum to dry the compound. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, δ)
5.03

Et2O/acetone/30% H2O2 Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene to 13
A solution of trithiophene (0.050g, 2.03x-4 mol), 4mL of Et2O, and 6mL of 30% H2O2
was prepared in a 50mL 14/20 round bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic
stir bar, and a gas adapter. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at room
temperature for 24 hours. The IR spectrum of the reaction mixture concluded there was
no indication of oxidation.

Alternative Approach: Oxidation prior to Aromatization
A solution of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6 c”]tris (tetrahydrothiophene) 5 (0.100g, 3.96x10-4
mol), 0.4829g of m-CPBA, and 30mL of CHCl3 were prepared in a 250mL 14/20 round
bottom attached with a water condenser, magnetic stir bar, and a gas adapter The reaction
mixture was heated to reflux for 24 hours at which time a very light pale yellow colour
was apparent, and the solution was concentrated. The reaction mixture was dissolved in
60mL of dichloromethane and washed with a saturated solution of potassium carbonate in
a separatory funnel. The organic layer was removed and then dried with MgSO4 and
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concentrated. The dried tris-sulfone gave a pale yellow solid, yielding 0.01423g (10.3%)
1

H NMR (DMSO-d6 ,δ) 4.63

Alternative approach: Aromatization to yield the sulfone derivative 14
A solution of compound 18, 0.4918g (2.16x10-3 mol) of DDQ, in 83.33mL of
chlorobenzene was heated to reflux for 4 hours in a 250mL 24/40 round bottom flask
equipped with a water condenser, gas adapter, and a magnetic stir bar under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The reaction mixture, a deep red-brown solution, was cooled to room
temperature then filtered via a Buchner funnel, to remove the excess 2,3-Dichloro-5,6dicyanobenzoquinone from the reaction mixture. The chlorobenzene was removed from
the reaction mixture via a short path condenser and further concentrated via vacuum.
Purification of the compound was executed via column chromatography on silica gel
(eluent: dichloromethane) which was then concentrated yielding a reddish brown solid.
1

H NMR (Figure 39) analysis of the solid substance allowed the conclusion that

compound 18 underwent partial aromatization. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 ,δ) 6.65.

3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene 10
To a 24/40 three neck round bottom flask equipped with a water condenser, gas adapter,
and a magnetic stir bar, were placed 2.283mL (2.06x10-2 mol) of 2,3-dibromothiophene 6
(5g scale) and 25mL of anhydrous Et2O was added under an atmosphere of nitrogen.
With the reaction mixture being kept at -78oC, 8.25mL (20.66mmol) of n-BuLi was
slowly, added to the reaction and stirred for 45 minutes. Tetrahydrothiophene-3-one
1.858mL (21.66mmol) was added to the reaction mixture while it was still stirring at -
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70oC then gently warmed to 20oC. The reaction mixture was then heated to reflux for an
hour and allowed to stir overnight at room temperature. A saturated aqueous ammonium
chloride solution followed by 1M aqueous solution of HCl was used to hydrolyse the
reaction solution, and Et2O was used to extract the organic layer. After the solution was
washed several times with distilled water it was dried over MgSO4 and concentrated to
dryness yielding 5.54g of a brown oil, alcohol intermediate 9. 6.66g (27.08mmol) of
chloranil and 41.66mL of ethylene glycol were placed in a 250mL 24/40 round bottom
and warmed to 100 oC. The alcohol intermediate 9 was added and the solution was heated
to reflux for one hour and 15 minutes. Distilled water was added to the reaction mixture
followed by petroleum ether. The combined organic layer, was dried over MgSO4 and
concentrated via Roto-Vap. The reaction mixture underwent column chromatography on
silica gel (eluent: petroleum ether) and the desired fractions were concentrated, yielding
3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene 10 as a colorless oil, 0.51g (10%). 1H NMR (CDCl3 , δ) 7.65
(dd, 1H), 7.34 (dd, 1H), 7.22 (dd, 1H), 7.15 (d, 1H), 6.96 (d, 1H). (lit. 1H NMR) (CDCl3 ,
δ) 7.73 (dd, 1H), 7.45 (dd, 1H), 7.38 (dd, 1H), 7.20 (d, 1H), 7.02 (d, 1H).

2,3’:2’,3”-terthiophene 12
The 2-bromothiophene 11 Grignard reagent was prepared by adding 0.0773g of Mg and
1.85mL of ether to a 25mL 14/20 round bottom flask equipped with a water condenser,
gas adapter, and a magnetic stir bar. A solution of 0.241mL of 2-bromothiophene 11 and
0.1855mL of anhydrous ether was added dropwise into the round bottom flask. The
mixture was then refluxed for a half hour and 3.09mL of anhydrous ether was added to
the cooled reaction mixture to dilute it. This Grignard reagent was then added to a
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nitrogen atmosphere drop-wise to the reaction mixture of 3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene 10
(0.51g), 3.09mL of anhydrous ether and 0.00680g of Ni(dppp)2Cl2 in a 250mL 24/40
round bottom equipped with a water condenser, gas adapter, and a magnetic stir bar. The
reaction was heated to reflux overnight then allowed to cool and hydrolysed with 1M
aqueous solution of HCl (3.0921mL). The reaction mixture was decanted to a beaker than
dried over MgSO4, filtered, concentrated via Roto-Vap and dried in vacuo. The reaction
mixture underwent silica column chromatography (eluent: petroleum ether) for
purification, yielding the 2,3’:2’,3”-terthiophene 12 compound as a colorless liquid,
0.2mL, mp 37-40°C (lit.mp 39-40°C)5 , 1H NMR (CDCl3 , δ) 6.90 (d, 1H), 6.90 (dd, 1H),
6.93 (dd, 1H), 6.96 (dd, 1H), 6.98 (dd, 1H), 7.11 (dd, 1H), 7.15 (dd, 1H), 7.23 (dd, 1H).
(lit. 1H NMR,) (CDCl3 , δ) 6.99 (d, 1H), 6.99 (dd, 1H), 6.90 (dd, 1H), 6.84 (dd, 1H), 6.77
(dd, 1H), 6.72 (dd, 1H), 6.71 (dd, 1H), 6.64 (dd, 1H)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main objective of this research was to explore the synthetic routes to the
oxidized derivatives of benzotrithiophene. A secondary objective was to determine the
electronic properties of these new materials to determine their potential for use in
thermoelectric applications. In order to be utilized in thermoelectronic applications any
organic material needs to meet the following requirements: 1) high electron affinity, 2)
excellent thermal and oxidative stability, 3) high charge mobility, and 4) low
reorganization energy.42

Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6 c”]tris (tetrahydrothiophene) 5
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6 c”]tris (tetrahydrothiophene), 5, was prepared using the
method first reported by Hart and Sasaoka.43 The reaction involved an intramolecular SN2
reaction of hexakis-(bromomethyl)benzene, 4, with Na2S*9H2O in a mixture of ethanol,
distilled water, and THF (Scheme 3). Compound 5 precipitated from the reaction mixture
and was isolated as a pale yellow solid via filtration. The product was washed repeatedly
with water however, no further purification was carried out due to its limited solubility.
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6 c” ]tris (tetra hydrothiophene)

S

CH2Br
BrH2C

CH2Br

Na2S*9H2O
Ethanol,
H20, THF
BrH2C

S

CH2Br
CH2Br

S

5

4

The structure of 5 was confirmed by the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 9) which displayed a
strong singlet located at 4.12 ppm. The small peak at 4.63 ppm is assigned to unreacted
hexakis-(bromomethyl)benzene 4 starting material; the majority of 4 was removed during
column chromatography on a subsequent reaction product .

Figure 9. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris
(tetrahydrothiophene)
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Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1
The crude Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6 c”] tris-(tetrahydrothiophene) 5 was aromatized
to the corresponding Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1, via reaction with 2,3Dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone (DDQ) in dichlorobenzene.

Scheme 4. Synthesis of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

S

S

DDQ
Chlorobenzene

S

S

S

S

1

5

Compound 1 was characterized by 1H and

13

C NMR spectroscopy as well as IR

spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 10) of crude 1 shows a strong singlet at 7.6
ppm, corresponding to 1, however, there is still a small quantity of 4 present in the
reaction mixture. After purification via column chromatography (eluent:toluene) the 1H
NMR spectrum (Figure 11) displays a significant reduction of the compound 4 peak, and
a strong singlet, at 7.6 ppm, representing compound 1. According to Hart and Sasaoka,
there should be a strong singlet at 7.52 ppm, and the signal for the current sample of 5 is
in close approximation to the reported data.43
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Figure 10. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene PREColumn

Figure 11. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene postColumn

The 13C NMR spectrum (Figure 12) of purified 1 displayed two distinctive peaks, one at
δ116.30 and the other at δ131.29, corresponding to the carbon adjacent to the sulphur and
the carbon of the inner six membered ring, respectively.
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Figure 12. 13C NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Alternative Approach to Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
An alternative aromatization procedure, as outlined in Scheme 5, was explored to
prepare 1. The less expensive p-chloranil was utilized as the aromatization reagent. After
heating the reaction mixture to reflux for four hours a small aliquot was removed for 1H
NMR analysis (Figure 13) which showed that a significant proportion of 5 had been
converted to 1.
Scheme 5. Alternative Synthesis of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
S

S

Chloranil
Chlorobenzene

S

S

S

S

1

5
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Figure 13. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of An Alternative Approach to Benzo[1,2-c:3,4c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

The peaks in the expanded regions are those of un-aromatized tris-sulfide at 4.07ppm,
partially aromatized trithiophene at 4.32ppm and a small amount of hexakis(bromomethyl)benzene at 4.64ppm. In an attempt to push the conversion to a higher
level, an additional 0.25g of p-chloranil was added and the reaction mixture was heated to
reflux for a further four hours. After cooling to room temperature, and filtering to remove
the DDQ by-product, the product was obtained via column chromatography. Its structure
was confirmed by 1H and

13

C NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 14)

illustrates that the three peaks which were located in the 4.1-4.63 ppm region are now
absent or present at very low levels.
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Figure 14. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of the Alternative Approach to Benzo[1,2-c:3,4c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene after column chromatography

The 13C NMR spectrum (Figure 15) shows two distinctive peaks, located at δ 117.60 and
δ 131.67, which are in close approximation to the literature values. However, there is an
additional peak located at δ 140.91. The

13

C Dept45 NMR spectrum displayed only a

signal at δ117.41, which definitely corresponds with the
indicated that the “extra” signal in the normal

13

13

C NMR spectrum, but also

C NMR spectrum arose from carbon

atoms that are not bonded to any hydrogen atoms, most likely the by-product from pchloranil. At this point the alternative approach was temporarily ruled out as an effective
way to synthesize the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene compound due to
difficulties in removing the p-chloranil by-product via column chromatography.
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Figure 15. 13C NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of the product from an alternative approach of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene after column

After the NMR sample was stored for 1 week a thin blue sheet, presumably a chargetransfer (CT) complex between the trithiophene 1, and the p-chloranil, was present in the
sample. The CT complex was removed from the vial and additional 1H NMR and

13

C

NMR spectra were obtained on the remaining sample. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure
16) displayed a strong singlet at 7.6 ppm corresponding to the target molecule 1, and the
peaks which were located in the 4.6-4.8 ppm range were even less intense.
Figure 16. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of the product from an alternative approach of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene after one week
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More importantly, the

13

C NMR spectrum (Figure 17) no longer exhibited the singlet

at δ140.91, but the other two distinguishing peaks are now located at δ 116.36, and δ
131.44, indicating that the target molecue 1 was indeed synthesized.

Figure 17. 13C NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of the product from an alternative approach of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene after one week and removal of the “blue sheet”.

With a certain level of patience this approach can be used as an alternative route to
synthesize the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene compound 1. According to TCI
America catalog, the prices for 25 g of 2,3-Dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone and pchloranil are $59 and $8.95, respectively, a significant price difference. This alternative
route is more cost effective than the original route, even though the yield utilizing this
route is 0.0643g (38.7%), when compared to the original route at 53.4% yield.

Oxidation of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene compound
As outline in Table 2 a variety of oxidants were utilized in attempts to generate
the sulfoxide and sulfone derivatives of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
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compound 1. The use of m-CPBA to convert thiophene derivatives to the corresponding
sulfoxide derivatives has been reported and it was anticipated that similar results would
be observed with the current system. Therefore, initial reactions were carried out with mchloroperbenzoic acid, m-CPBA, in chloroform at room temperature for 24 hours
(Scheme 6).44 The solvent was removed via rotary evaporation and the resulting dark
colored solid was subsequently dried in vacuo prior to analysis.

Table: 2 Summary of conditions utilized for the oxidation reactions of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene compound.
Reaction

Solvent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CHCl3
CHCl3
CHCl3
Acetone
Acetone
CH3OH
Et2O/acetone
CH2Cl2
CH2Cl2
CH3CN

Oxidant
(Molar Ratio)
m-CPBA (1:1)
m-CPBA (7:1)
m-CPBA (7:1)
m-CPBA (7:1)
m-CPBA (7:1)
ZrCl4/30% H2O2
30% H2O2
m-CPBA (3:1)
m-CPBA (3:1)
CPCC/AlCl3

Temperature

Time

r.t
r.t
50 oC
r.t
50 oC
r.t
r.t
r.t
Reflux
Reflux

24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
24 hrs
36 hrs

The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 18) of the reaction mixture shows a small peak at 5.3
ppm which is in close proximity to the 5.2 ppm predicted by Chem-Draw Ultra 7.0 for
the sulfoxide derivative. Unfortunately, this peak wasn’t as prominent as expected, in part
due to carrying out the reaction with a 1:1 molar ratio rather than 3:1 oxidant:trithiophene
ratio, so further reactions were attempted. The signals at 7.35, 7.61, 7.9, 8.0, and 10.79
ppm arise from unreacted m-CPBA. The peaks at 6.05, 7.4, 7.7, 7.82, and 7.83 ppm arise
from m-chlorobenzoic acid, a by-product of the reaction.
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Scheme 6. Oxidation of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene to the sulfoxide
derivative
O
S

S

oxidant

S

O

S

solvent
temperature
S

S

1

13

O

Reaction 2 (Table 2) utilized a 7:1 molar ratio of m-CPBA to the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6c”] trithiophene compound, where the thiophene was approximately 90% soluble in
chloroform. After stirring for 24 hours at room temperature the reaction mixture was
concentrated and the resulting solid material, which was not fully soluble in CHCl3, was
examined via 1H NMR spectroscopy. The IH NMR spectrum (Figure 19) showed no
peaks in the 6.64 ppm region which corresponds to the sulfone signal, as predicted by
Chem Draw.
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Figure 18. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of m-CPBA/CHCl3 (1:1) oxidation Reaction 1 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Figure 19. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of m-CPBA/CHCl3 (7:1) oxidation Reaction 2
of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Reaction 3 (Table 2) also utilized a 7:1 molar ratio of m-CPBA to the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4c’:5,6-c”] trithiophene compound which the trithiophene was approximately 90% soluble
in chloroform. The reaction mixture was heated to 50 oC for 24 hours, cooled then
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concentrated and the solid material, was examined via 1H NMR spectroscopy and IR. If
the compound had undergone oxidation to yield the sulfoxide derivative an IR absorption
should be observed at 1030-1060 cm-1 and the sulfone absorption at 1325+ 25 cm-1 and
1140 + 20 cm-1 in the IR spectrum. The Infrared (IR) spectrum (Figure 37) showed no
absorption in these designated areas. The IH NMR spectrum (Figure 20) does not display
a conclusive peak for the sulfone derivative. The solid material from the reaction mixture
which was used as the NMR sample was completely soluble in DMSO-d6 when warmed.
The strong yet broad peak at 4.6 ppm is nothing more than the water peak.

Figure 20. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of m-CPBA/CHCl3 (7:1) oxidation Reaction 3
of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
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Scheme 7. Oxidation of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene to the sulfone
derivative
O
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O
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14
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Given the mediocre results with the initial set of conditions, a series of oxidation
reactions were carried out to screen solvent, temperature, and oxidant effects. Reaction 4
(Table 2) consisted of treating the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 in acetone
with a 7:1 molar ratio of m-CPBA at room temperature for 24 hours. The reaction
mixture was concentrated via rotary evaporation and the resulting solid material was
examined via 1H NMR spectroscopy and IR. The IR (Figure 38) spectrum did not
contain any absorptions corresponding to a sulfoxide or a sulfone group, thus it was
concluded that the desired oxidation process did not occur. The IH NMR spectrum
(Figure 21) displays a very broad peak at 5.23 ppm, however this is not conclusive of the
sulfoxide derivative since it could simply be the water peak or the desired peak could be
buried underneath this signal. The peak at 2.5 ppm is that of the DMSO, and the peaks in
the 7 to 8ppm region correspond to m-CPBA.
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Figure 21. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of m-CPBA /Acetone oxidation Reaction 4 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Reaction 5 (Table 2) was carried out under the same conditions as reaction 4 but it was
heated to 50 oC for 24 hours. Initially the sample was approximately 90% soluble in
acetone, but when warmed the sample completely went into solution. The reaction
mixture was cooled then concentrated via rotary evaporation and the solid material was
examined via 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 22). The IH NMR spectrum shows the
presence of m-CPBA, represented by the peaks in the 7 to 8 ppm region. There is a peak
at 4.74 ppm, which is relatively small compared to the rest of the spectrum, but it is an
indicator that oxidation on the trithiophene compound did occur.

Figure 22. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of m-CPBA /Acetone oxidation reaction 5 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
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Reaction 6 (Table 2) consisted of treating the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene with
ZrCl4/ 30% H2O2, an oxidant that has been shown to oxidize thiophenes in CH3OH.45 The
molar ratio was approximately 2.8:1 of ZrCl4 to the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6c”]trithiophene compound. The reaction mixture was stirred continuously at room
temperature for 24 hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via rotary evaporation
and the solid material was examined via 1H NMR spectroscopy and IR. The IR (Figure
39) spectrum did not show any absorption that corresponded to a sulfoxide. The 1H NMR
spectrum (Figure 23) displayed only a very small peak at approximately 5.03 ppm which
could correspond to the sulfoxide derivative.

Figure 23. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of ZrCl4/H2O2 /CH3OH oxidation reaction 6 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Reaction 7 (Table 2) consisted of treating the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene with
30% hydrogen peroxide in a mixture of ether and acetone. With the sample being soluble
in the solvent mixture, the reaction was stirred continuously at room temperature for 24
hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via rotary evaporation and the solid
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material from the reaction mixture was examined via IR. The IR (Figure 40) spectrum
does not show an absorption corresponding to a sulfoxide or sulfone group.

Figure 24. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of m-CPBA /CH2Cl2 (3:1) oxidation reaction 8
of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Reaction 8 (Table 2) utilized a 3:1 molar ratio of m-CPBA to the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6c”] trithiophene compound, which was soluble in dichloromethane when gently
warmed.46 The reaction was stirred continuously at room temperature for 24 hours. The
reaction mixture was extracted with a saturated solution of sodium bicarbonate. The
organic layer was removed and dried over MgSO4, and concentrated via rotary
evaporation. The product mixture was examined by IR and 1H NMR.
The IR (Figure 41) spectrum conclusively showed absorptions at 1142 cm-1 and
1306 cm-1 that arise from a sulfone group. However, there is also an absorption present at
1075 cm-1 that is in close approximation to what is expected for a sulfoxide group. The
overall conclusion to this reaction is that there is a mixed product of sulfoxide and the
sulfone derivative, being a result of incomplete oxidation.
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The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 24) shows a peak at 5.1 ppm which is close to the
Chem Draw 1H NMR estimation for the sulfoxide derivative. However, there is also a
small peak at 6.64 ppm which might correspond to the sulfone derivative as was observed
in the IR spectrum. The signal at 4.12 ppm was somewhat troubling, but it may
correspond to an Inverse demand Diels-Alder product (Figure 25) that formed during the
oxidation reaction. The 1H NMR estimation from Chem Draw, of the chemical shift for
the tentative product was 4.17ppm, which is in close proximity to the 4.12ppm signal. If a
standard Diels Alder reaction had taken place (Figure 26), the peak in question would be
seen at 3.9ppm. The small peaks in the 7 to 8 ppm region are related to a small amount of
m-CBA, which was not completely removed via the sodium bicarbonate work-up, and
those of the Diels-Alder product.
Figure 25. The Inverse Demand Diels-Alder Product from the oxidation reaction
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Figure 26. The Diels-Alder Product from the oxidation reaction
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Figure 27. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of m-CPBA/CH2Cl2 oxidation reaction 9 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Reaction 9 (Table 2) utilized a 3:1 molar ratio of m-CPBA to the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6c”] trithiophene compound, which was soluble in dichloromethane when heated. The
reaction mixture was heated to reflux for 24 hours. This reaction was characterized by the
1

H NMR spectrum of the product (Figure 27), which shows a broad at 4.8ppm. This peak

simply represents the water peak and it does not correlate with the sulfoxide derivative.

3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)
According to the article written by Iraj Mohammadpoor-Baltork, the combination
of 3-Carboxy- pyridinium chlorochromate and aluminium chloride is an effective
selective oxidation reagent to oxidized sulfides to sulfoxides and sulfones.47 The
combination of 3-Carboxypyridinium chlorochromate and aluminium chloride as an
oxidation reagent is efficient and it has been shown to work equally well under
microwave irradiation, which may ultimately reduce synthesis time. The low-cost starting
materials for the synthesis of 3-Carboxypyridinium chlorochromate are readily available
from Sigma-Aldrich. The 3-Carboxypyridinium chlorochromate 16 was synthesised by
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treating Nicotinic acid 15 with Chromium (III) Oxide in 6 M HCl (Scheme 8). This
compound was used as the reagent for an attempted oxidation of the sulfoxide derivative
13.

Scheme 8. Synthesis of 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)
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16
Oxidation of the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene using CPCC
The

Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

1

was

treated

with

3-

Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate 16, and AlCl3, in CH3CN (Scheme 9) for 36 hours
at reflux. The reaction mixture was filtered and the solid material was washed with
additional CH3CN (5mL). The organic fractions were concentrated via rotary evaporation
and dried under vacuum (Reaction 10). The product was examined by IR and 1H NMR
spectroscopy. The IR (Figure 42) spectrum showed a distinct absorption at 1059.33 cm-1,
well within the range expected for a sulfoxide group.
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Scheme 9. Oxidation of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene using CPCC
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The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 28) displays a strong signal at 4.75 ppm which is in fairly
close proximity to the Chem Draw 5.2 ppm estimation. This reaction showed the most
promising potential for the synthesis of the sulfoxide derivative.
This reaction was duplicated, but on a scale five times larger than the initial scale,
however, the scale-up of this reaction created some difficulties. From the 1H NMR
(Figure 29) spectrum it is apparent that a greater percentage of the Diels-Alder reaction
had occurred. The signal for the target molecule peak is present at 4.75 ppm, but there is
another peak at 4.12 ppm. This peak location is almost exactly the resonance that Chem
Draw predicted for the product of a Diels-Alder reaction of 1 and partially oxidized 1.
The IR (Figure 43) spectrum displayed an absorption at 1075 cm-1 which is in close
range to the 1030-1060 cm-1 region indicating the presence of a sulfoxide group.
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Figure 28. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of CPCC/AlCl3 oxidation reaction 10 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Figure 29. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of CPCC/AlCl3 oxidation reaction of Benzo[1,2c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
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Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene : Sulfone Derivative
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 was treated with 2.5 mmol (per sulfur) of 3Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate 16 and AlCl3, in CH3CN (Scheme 10). The reaction
mixture was stirred for 36 hours at reflux. The reaction mixture was filtered and the solid
material was washed with additional CH3CN (15ml) and the liquid layers were
concentrated via rotary evaporation. The product mixture was placed under vacuum to
completely dry the compound. The reaction was characterized by IR and 1H NMR
spectroscopy. The IR (Figure 44) spectrum conclusively shows an absence of
absorptions at 1325+ 25 cm-1 and 1140 + 20 cm-1 which corresponds to the presence of a
sulfone group. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 30) does not display any peaks in the 6.4
ppm region which is the estimated chemical shift for the sulfone derivative. This reaction
did not produce either of the derivatives therefore it was not useful in the progression of
this research.

Figure 30. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of CPCC/AlCl3 oxidation reaction of Benzo[1,2c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene
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Scheme10. Oxidation of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene using CPCC
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Alternative approach to synthesizing the Sulfone Derivative 14: Oxidation Step
This

alternative

approach

oxidizes

the

Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-

c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene) 5 first, followed by aromatization to yield the sulfone
derivative. The Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene) 5 was treated with mCPBA in CHCl3 (Scheme 11) at reflux for 24 hours.48 This reaction mixture was
characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 31) showed a
distinctive peak in the 4.63 ppm region that is in close approximation to the Chem Draw
estimation of 4.67 ppm. The 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum literature value for this
compound is δ 5.82. The signals in the 7 to 8 ppm region are those of m-CPBA.
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Scheme 11. Alternative approach: Oxidation prior to Aromatization.
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Figure 31. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of Oxidation of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris
(tetrahydrothiophene) prior to aromatization, prior to work-up
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The reaction mixture had an excess of m-CPBA which needed to be removed to isolate
the product. After the reaction mixture was concentrated and dissolved in
dichloromethane it was then washed with a saturated solution of potassium carbonate.
The organic layer was dried over MgSO4 and then concentrated to dryness. Compound 18
was characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 32) showed
that the majority of the m-CPBA was removed and the peak at 4.63 ppm relative to
residual m-CPBA was significantly larger. However, not all the signals in the area around
the signal at 4.63 ppm were completely removed, from the potassium carbonate work-up,
but their intensities were decreased immensely.

Figure 32: 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) spectrum of Oxidation of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris
(tetrahydrothiophene) prior to aromatization after work-up

Alternative approach to the Sulfone Derivative 15: Aromatization Step
Aromatization was attempted on compound 18 using DDQ in chlorobenzene at
reflux for 4 hours. The reaction mixture was cooled and filtered to remove the majority of
the DDQ by-product. The chlorobenzene was removed from the reaction mixture via a
short path distillation apparatus and further concentrated under vacuum. Purification of
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the compound was attempted via column chromatography on silica gel (eluent:
dichloromethane) to yield 0.000827g (5.91%) a reddish brown solid. This reaction
mixture was analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy.

The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 33) displayed a small peak at 6.5 ppm which is in range
of the 6.64 ppm Chem-Draw 1H NMR estimation for the sulfone derivative. The signal at
4.63 ppm is unreacted compound 18. Potentially, if the reaction is heated longer and the
quantity of DDQ is increased, it may be possible to push the reaction to completion.

Figure 33 .1H NMR spectrum of Alternative approach: Aromatization of Compound 18
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3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene
The 2,3-dibromothiophene 6 (Scheme 12) underwent a metal-halide exchange
reaction with n-BuLi at the two position of the thiophene ring, to produce compound 7.
This compound then underwent a nucleophilic aromatic substitution utilizing the
tetrahydrothiophen-3-one, which initially creates a carbinol compound 8, yet is
immediately protonated to yield the alcohol intermediate 9. The alcohol intermediate was
characterized by 1H NMR and

13

C NMR spectroscopy After the protonation was

completed the alcohol intermediate was then aromatized via the use of chloranil to yield
the 3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene target molecule 10.49

Scheme 12. Synthesis of 3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene
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The 1H NMR spectrum and the

13

C NMR spectrum of the alcohol intermediate

corresponds closely to the 1H NMR estimation from Chem-Draw. At this point in the
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reaction procedure all yields were parallel to those of the literature value. Yet it is not
until the aromatization step where difficulty is seen within this procedure which
unfortunately reduces the yield of the 3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene 10 molecule.

The alcohol intermediate 9 is poured into a heated solution of ethyleneglycol and
chloranil at 100oC, then heated to reflux for 75 minutes. This step is successful it’s not
until after the completion of the reflux period when the difficulty is actually observed.
When water is added to the reaction mixture a dark black-brown solid is produced, which
is not soluble in petroleum ether when the latter is added to the reaction mixture to extract
the organic material. After drying the organic layer with MgSO4 and the volume reduced,
the overall yield of compound 10 is only a diminutive 10%. This reaction was
endeavoured multiple times yet this obstacle was prevalent every time at this point of the
reaction. The 3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene 10 compound was characterized by its 1H NMR
spectrum (Figure 34) where the peaks are in parallel to those of the literature values.48

Figure 34. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of 3-Bromo-2,3’-bithiophene
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The 2,3’:2’,3”-terthiophene 12 was prepared via a nickel coupling reaction of 3-Bromo2,3’-bithiophene 10 with 2-bromothiophene 11 in anhydrous ether (Scheme 13). The
target molecule was a colorless liquid, but if cooled the material turned into a white
solid.48

Scheme 13. Synthesis of 2,3’:2’,3”-terthiophene
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Compound 12 was characterized by 1H NMR and

13

C NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR

spectrum (Figure 35) shows a doublet at δ 6.90 followed by a doublet of doublets at
6.90, 6.93,6.96, 6.98 7.11, 7.15, 7.23 ppm, which is in close approximation to literautre
value.
Figure 35. 1H NMR (CDCl3) spectrum of 2,3’:2’,3”’-terthiophene
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The overall synthesis of this compound is not efficient due to the low yields which hinder
the progression to the next step, which is aromatization to yield the Benzo[1,2-b:3,4b’:5,6-b”]trithiophene compound 2. At best from the literature value the yield of
compound 2 after purification via column chromatography would be 60%. Subsequent to
the aromatization step the Benzo[1,2-b:3,4-b’:5,6-b”]trithiophene compound would still
have to undergo an oxidation reaction to produce the sulfoxide and the sulfone
derivatives. So this approach to synthesizing the “edge-on” mode ring fusion is not
adequate due to the low yields and the insufficient amount of the Benzo[1,2-b:3,4-b’:5,6b”]trithiophene available to produce its derivatives.
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CONCLUSIONS
This project explored the preparation of a new class of organic materials, oxidized
benzotrithiophenes, for the potential uses in energy harvesting applications. The synthesis
of the sulfoxide and sulfone derivatives of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 was
pursued using a wide variety of oxidants. The “end-on” mode sulfoxide derivative 13 of
Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene 1 can be synthesized most effectively by utilizing
the oxidant 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC) 16 and AlCl3, heated to reflux
in CH3CN for 36 hours. Purification via silica column chromatography (silica gel:
chloroform) provides relatively clean materials suitable for routine spectral analysis.
Unfortunately, the yields of 13 are extremely low and significant improvements are
required for production as well as determination of the electronic properties of 13.
However

1

H NMR spectroscopy conclusively indicates that compound 13 was

successfully synthesized with a singlet signal at 5.03ppm, which is in close
approximation to the 5.2ppm Chem Draw estimation.
The preparation of the“end-on” mode sulfone derivative 14 of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4c’:5,6-c”]tri- thiophene 1 was attempted by two different synthetic routes. The initial
route aromatized the Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]tris(tetrahydrothiophene) 5 compound
first followed by oxidation, which was difficult. The alternative route consisted of the
oxidation of compound 5 followed by aromatization, which yielded improved results.
Utilizing the alternative route the sulfone derivative was confirmed by 1H NMR which
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shows a singlet signal at 6.65 ppm. Unfortunately the yields are disappointingly low,
however the synthesis of the sulfone derivative 14 was definitely accomplished
Initial steps were taken towards the synthesis of the “edge-on” benzotrithiophene
compound. However, following the literature procedures to prepare the intermediates
afforded only low yields of the desired compounds.
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Figure 36. IR spectrum of Benzo[1,2-c:3,4-c’:5,6-c”]trithiophene

Figure 37. IR spectrum of Chloroform and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene
14 (7:1) at reflux
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Figure 38. IR spectrum of Acetone and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of Trithiophene 14
(7:1) at r.t

Figure 39. IR spectrum of Methanol and ZrCl4/30% H2O2 Oxidation Reaction of
Trithiophene 13 at r.t
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Figure 40. IR spectrum of Et2O/Acetone and 30% H2O2 Oxidation Reaction of
Trithiophene 13 at r.t

Figure 41. IR spectrum of Dichloromethane and m-CPBA Oxidation Reaction of
Trithiophene at r.t
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Figure 42. IR spectrum of 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)/AlCl3
Oxidation Reaction .0208g scale reaction-(Sulfoxide Derivative)

Figure 43. IR spectrum of 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)/AlCl3
Oxidation Reaction .104g scale reaction (Sulfoxide Derivative)
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Figure 44. IR spectrum of 3-Carboxypyridinium Chlorochromate (CPCC)/AlCl3
Oxidation Reaction
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